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1. Introduction and Overview
EAI Endorsed Transactions are peer-reviewed, community-driven, and open access, community
collaboration based research journals. Through the direct engagement of the community, the EAI
Transactions provide authors with unprecedented advantages of mentorship in article preparation,
unbiased review process, direct path to recognition toward promotion as EAI Fellows, shortest time to
publish, research visibility to the whole EAI membership of over 150,000 while providing an indexing
path to all mainstream databases.
The basic principles of EAI Transactions that provide these advantages are collaborative research,
community review and full dissemination. Submissions to EAI Transactions, via eScripts, start with
Abstracts placed in Community Portal where community can mentor, co-author or comment, while
placing a reservation to act as reviewers when full paper version is submitted.
The fast review of the submitted paper is provided by EAI’s unique double bidding process. Editorial
board members are notified of new submissions in their area and can bid to be the Handling Editors.
Systems assigns the paper to the first qualified Editorial Board member, verified by the Editor in Chief,
avoiding the delay incurred in finding an available board member. Upon the Handling Editor assignment,
in the second stage of the bidding process, the Handling Editor chooses system recommended bestqualified reviewers from reserved bids in an unbiased way.
All EAI publications activities that contribute to the creation, evaluation and dissemination of research
results are rewarded with credits which convert to recognition as described in EAI Index and recognition
system. In particular, credits are given on a continuous basis to every evaluated paper based on its
merits regardless of its inclusion in the journal.
Beyond the recognition of paper Abstracts within the wide EAI community of 150 000+ members,
journals are also promoted on a global scale though all EAI outreach channels. A growing number of EAI
journals is indexed in, or under evaluation by, both traditional and mainstream databases including Web
of Science, Scopus, DOAJ, EBSCO, DBLP, DRJI, Google Scholar, OCLC Discovery Services and more.
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1.1 Registration and access to e-Scripts
To log into e-Scripts click on the Login link on the top right and enter your EAI login details. If you do not
have an existing EAI member account, please register using the Sign Up button. You will be requested to
provide a few simple details including your name and affiliation.

1.2 Top menu and user menu
Once you are logged in, you will see the top menu has gained some extra options allowing you to submit
papers, and to Bid to review for papers others have submitted that meet your interests as a reviewer.
You can also edit your Account information by clicking on your name in the top right section of the
screen. You will also see the User Menu appearing on the left-hand side of the page.

The items on the menu allow you to access the status of your contributions and activities in e-Scripts:
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▪
▪
▪
▪

My Papers takes you to an overview of all the papers you have submitted using e-Scripts (see
Section 2.3.1).
My Reviews takes you to an overview of all your review invitations and assignments, past and
present (see Section 3.2.1).
My Journals takes you to an overview of the journals for which you are an Editor (see the eScripts Editors' Guide).
Bid to review lets you browse titles and abstracts of recent submissions that match your
selected interests (see Section 3.1.2).

2. e-Scripts for Authors
2.1 Preparing your manuscript for submission
To submit a paper via e-Scripts you will need:
▪
▪

A PDF copy of your manuscript.
An archive file (.zip, .tar, .gz) containing source files for your manuscript prepared with LATEX or
Word.

Both PDF and source files should be prepared according to the guidelines of the journal to which you
wish to submit. For initial submission and review, only the PDF is required.

2.2 Submitting a paper
To submit a paper through e-Scripts, click on the Submit Paper link in the top menu.

The submission process has 8 steps. Once you have completed the first two, your paper will be
registered as a draft submission, so you can leave the draft version saved on e-Scripts and complete it
later. The steps are as follows:

2.2.1 Select a journal or special issue
To begin with, select a journal to submit to from the drop-down menu. Details on the journal will
appear.
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If the selected journal has active special issue(s), it will list the options and you can select and submit
your paper either in the selected regular journal or in the special issue(s). You can see the detail of the
regular journal or special issues by clicking on the name of the journal or issue.
Click the Next button to proceed to the next step.

2.2.2 Title, abstract and keywords
Next, select paper type and enter the title and abstract of your paper, and select an appropriate number
of keywords from the list provided. The keywords will not appear on your paper but are used to help eScripts select an appropriate Handling Editor and reviewers. Be sure to select an appropriate number of
keywords as instructed on the page (most journals require at least 3).
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2.2.3 Authors
Enter the names and basic contact details of all authors of the paper besides yourself.
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If the co-authors are already registered, e-Scripts will check whether the data you have entered matches
that which the user has provided. You will be given the option to accept the user-entered data (Use
system data) or confirm the details you have provided (Use data I provided):

You can re-order the author list using the arrow buttons that appear when more than one author is
present:
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The Submitted article will also appear in the My papers menu of all other co-authors.

2.2.4 Recommend reviewers [optional]
If you wish, you may provide the contact details of the experts you would recommend as reviewers of
your paper. Please for each expert provide a few sentences explaining your recommendation. You do
not have to provide any recommendations if you do not wish to.

2.2.5 Exclude reviewers [optional]
Similarly, if there are any individuals you would like to be excluded from the review process for any
reason, you can request this by providing their contact details. Please in each case provide a reason for
requesting the exclusion.
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2.2.6 Cover letter [optional]
The cover letter for your submission should provide a brief introduction to your paper for Editors and
referees and indicate why you believe the paper is suitable for this journal.

2.2.7 Upload manuscript
To upload a copy of your manuscript, please first check the box to confirm that it conforms to e-Scripts'
submissions policy.
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Select a file using the Choose file button, and then click Upload to upload the file. Optionally you can
upload the manuscript source material. This is optional during the initial submission. You will be
required to upload source material if your paper is accepted.

2.2.8 Submit paper
Finally, review the details of your submission one last time to ensure that all is correct. You can check
both the cover letter and the manuscript.
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If all is as desired, click Submit to finalize the submission. You will be asked to confirm the submission:

When you do, you will be taken to the My Papers page where your submission will now be listed as
submitted.
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Congratulations! Your submission is now complete.

2.3 Tracking your submissions
2.3.1 The “My Papers" page
The My Papers page gives you a general overview of all your submissions in the e-Scripts system.

Papers are listed according to their status in the submissions process. Click on the tabs to open and close
the different lists.
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Registered papers are papers for which the title, abstract and keywords have been provided, but where
the submission has not been completed. You can fill in remaining details using the Edit details option.

Submitted papers have been received by the journal. When they are sent out for review, they move to
the Under Review section.
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2.4 Resubmitting a revised paper
If reviewers request revisions to your paper, you will be asked to resubmit a revised version. To do so,
visit the Require New Version section of the My Papers page.

You can read the referee reports through the given links or via clicking on the View details option. To
submit a revised paper, click on Upload revision. When you click on Upload revision, you will see a page
like the one below: where you can update the title, abstract and keywords of your paper.
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Then click Next where you can see the list of authors of your paper and you can update them if needed.
Then in the next steps, you will be asked to provide a detailed response to the referee reports. You can
also write down some confidential remarks for the Editor's eyes only.
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Then you will be asked to upload a copy of the revised manuscripts and here, also optionally, you can
upload the source of the manuscripts if you want.
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In the next step, you can see the summary of your changes and confirm your submission.

After your submission you can track your submitted paper the in the My papers section under Waiting
for decision.
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2.5 Uploading copyright and camera-ready version
Once your paper is accepted, you need to upload your camera-ready version of your accepted paper and
need to sign a copyright agreement. To do so, you need to go to your "My Papers" section and open the
tab named as "Accepted/Published/Upload Camera Ready" as shown in the picture below:
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When you click the "Upload Camera-Ready version", you will be redirected to a page where you can
either keep the accepted manuscript or if you have an updated manuscript to the accepted one, you can
upload it there.

Once the camera-ready version is uploaded, you need to click the Confirm button, only then you will be
redirected to a page where you can sign the copyright agreement digitally.
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Once it is done you will receive a signed copyright agreement in your email inbox.

3 e-Scripts for Reviewers
3.1 Becoming a reviewer
3.1.1 Invitations to review
Invitations to review are sent out by email. When accepting an invitation, please make sure to log in
with your existing EAI account. You will then see a copy of the invitation at the top of the screen if
invitation is still pending:

Note that the "By" field indicates who has invited you and not who has written the paper. Click on the
[Details] link to view the abstract and keywords of the paper. Even you can accept the role by clicking on
the link from the email you have received.
If you are not logged in into the system, it will redirect to the page where you can see the detail of the
invitation and the paper detail with the download link. If you want to accept the role you need to click
the signing button and after a successful login, the role is assigned to you.
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3.1.2 Bidding to review
e-Scripts does not limit participation to those invited to review by editors. Registered users of e-Scripts
can browse titles and abstracts of recent submissions and bid to review articles they find of interest.

To find papers to bid on, select the Bid to Review option either in the top or the User’s menu. After
clicking on the link, you will see papers open for bidding. Also, you can search in the list of papers by
keywords or by paper title.
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Click on the paper title to see the title and abstract of the paper. You will also find the option to bid to
review the paper here as shown in the figure below:

When you click on the Bid to review button, you will see a dialog box as shown in the figure below. In
that dialog box, you will be asked to provide either your short bio or your motivation to review the
paper. Optionally, you can also provide your external profile URL. Once you are done with filling in your
profile information, you should click on the Confirm button. After that you will receive a confirmation of
your bid to review the paper by email.
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Later, you should be informed by email about the status of your bid to review that paper.

3.2 Tracking your review bids and assignments
3.2.1 The My Reviews page
All your bids and assignments can be tracked on the My Reviews page, accessible from the My Reviews
link on the User Menu:
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Pending bids are bids which have not yet received a response. New Review Assignments are your
current tasks, while Saved Drafts are partially-completed reviews which have not yet been submitted.
Expired Review Assignments are those for which the review process of the paper was completed
without you submitting a review -- you should aim to keep this section empty!

3.3 Reviewing a paper
To review a paper, click on the Start review option next to the paper on the My Reviews page. You will
be asked to rate the paper on a scale of 0 to 100 from several different factors, providing short
comments explaining your rating in each case.

You will also be asked to provide general remarks to the authors, which should summarize your
recommendations to them. You may also submit confidential remarks for the Editor's eyes only.
You may Save a partially-completed report without submitting, in which case it will be added to the
Saved Drafts section of the My Reviews page, from where you can further edit or submit the review:
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3.3.1 Review deadlines
e-Scripts currently enforces strict review deadlines. If you do not submit within the required time, later
you will not able to submit your review.

3.3.2 Decision on the paper
When the Editor will make a decision on the paper, all the reviewers (validated by the Editor) will be
notified via email about the decision.

4 EAI Index and recognition system
EAI Index is awarded to contributing EAI members, recognizing their research and innovation excellence
on a point-system basis. All EAI Members get notified about their individual credit gains via email. The
user’s complete history along with exact individual calculations are available in their user profile.
•
•
•

Credits for Authors: awarded on a scale of 0-10 as a measure of the value of each of their valid
paper, as determined by its average review score.
Bonus credits for Authors: credit gain is doubled when the paper is accepted, and quadrupled
for papers with the highest average review score in the conference or a journal volume.
Credits for Reviewers: 1 or 2 credits awarded for every completed and valid review, as evaluated
by the Program Committee Member or Journal Editor in charge of the article, verified by the
Program Committee Chair and Editor-in-Chief respectively.

Member ranks are awarded annually to contributing EAI members based on their EAI Index Percentile as
follows:
Percentile

Rank
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Percentile

Rank

0.1%

Fellow

5%

Distinguished Member

10%

Senior Member

The member rank of an EAI Fellow represents the top 0.1% of EAI Members for their extraordinary
achievements in their research field, and/or extraordinary service to EAI and its community.
The final EAI Index value of EAI Members is calculated at the end of each 12-month period and
comprises of three components weighed on the following scale:
Percentage

Component

60%

Technical qualifications – credits awarded to Authors and Reviewers submitting
to or volunteering at EAI journals.

20%

Community service – credits awarded to General Chairs, Program Committee
Chairs, Track Chairs, Program Committee Members, Editors-in-Chief, Handling
Editors, and Special Issue Editors for their effort in organizing and promoting
excellence in research.

20%

Impact – credits awarded to all EAI Members as measured by their number of
citations accrued both in and outside of EAI research venues.
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